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Müfide Kadri Hanım was born in 1889 in Istanbul. Her 
father Kadri Bey, who had adopted her when she was 
only two months old, was known for his honousty and 
Generousity. When Müfide's mother died of tuberculosis 
shortly after she was born she was brought up by her 
adoptive parents. Müfide was so affectionately loved 
by her adoptive mother, (who was her own mother’s 
foster sister) that she could only learn the truth just 
before she died.
Müfide, despide her exceptional talent in every field of 
fine arts, did not receive a regular aducation but got 
private lessons. She first started painting in water-colour 
when she was only 10. Her first works were 
inspired by the matchless beauties of nature towards 
which she had an endless enthusiasm and love. On 
seeing one of her paintings Hamdi Bey, principal of a 
museum, realized her inborn talent and decided to bring 
up hei as a successful painter, maybe a successor for 
himself. Her outstanding talent in painting was also 
appreciated by Valeri, her professor at the Academy of
Fine Arts, and he taught her charcoal and water-colour 
techniquee. Professor Valery included one of her 
paintings in a mixexhibition and another one of her 
paintings was rewarded a prize in Germany,
Müfide Kadri Hamm is known to have painted about
,4&940 pictures throughout her very short life of 22 years. 
Unfortunately being struck by her sudden and early
death, her family tore some of her paintings. Rest of 
her works was presented to the «Assosiation of Navy»
by her father Kadri Bey. Only a few of her paintings 
can be found in private collections today. Also in the 
«State Museum of Painting and Sculpture», two of her 
paintings are being exhibited. One of these two painting 
is called «love at the seaside», a romantic theme, other 
one portrait of famous woman painter Güzin Duran, 
painted when she was 13. Several of her most famous 
paintings are known with the names : Bir Afrika Güzeli,
Meraklı Bir Mütalaa. Bir Oda Köşesi, Köylü Kızı and 
Def Çalan Kız.
Müfide Hanım, owing to her exceptional talent in 
painting, became the first woman art instructor at the 
collages and academies teaching Art. Müfide Hamm also 
showed an outstanding talet in other fields of fine arts 
and composed pieces both in Turkish Classical Music and 
Western Classical. She also played Turkish traditional
instruments like Ud and Kemençe and Western ones 
like Violin and Piano.
When she died of tuberculosis, at the age of 22 she was 
buried in Karacaahmet Cemetery and a monumental 
grave was made by her loyal artist friends and colleagues 
with a palette attached, Being very much moved on 
their daughter’s sudden loss, Kadri Bey -her adoptive 
father- and her adoptive mother decided to go to Kaaba 
and settle in Mekka hoping to soothe their unbearable 
pain. But unfortunately his grieved heart could no 
longer stand and he died in Mekka. His wife returned 
to istanbul and died in povery some time later.a
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